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Authorization 
 
 
 
It was after graduation from university, in 1971, that I began work as an engineer-mathematician in the research and 

development department of a company within the high-technology sector of UK industry.  

In 1975, following full vetting, I was given UK Top Secret (Artificer) security clearance  

Over the next 30 years I worked for 6 leading UK companies, on 14 different major engineering projects. That work 

subsequently included my attendance, as a delegate, at conferences on Net-Centric Warfare, and of being trained in 

advanced Distributed Data Fusion (DDF) techniques 

Toward the latter part of that work I presented details of my research at conferences in England (Brighton), Germany 

(Munich) and Italy (near Lucca, Tuscany). In addition, I had 3 peer-reviewed research papers published by a major 

science-engineering organization (INCOSE, through Wiley, New York) and a book chapter was accepted for a 

publication on complex optimization theory (Springer-Verlag, London, 2002). 

In 2003 I took early retirement, and shortly afterward began independent research into the ideologies, formation, and 

functioning of complex social and political groups and organizations. My original, previous work in the modeling of 

behaviour mode dynamics of complex systems – and of the conditions for transitions between behaviour modes, in 

particular – was especially useful, in that regard.  

The results of that work were both self-published, and published in a number of independent outlets (newspaper, 

periodicals). Correspondence and comment, dealing with matters concerning the above subjects, were submitted by 

myself, and published by national newspapers and magazines (including The Times, The Financial Times, The 

Guardian, New Scientist, and The Economist). 

That research quickly evolved into the investigations of political extremism – and, in particular, the relationship between 

extremist political ideology and possible malfeasance within UK State agencies (i.e. of the complicity within the UK State 

in the covert manipulation of extreme social-cultural change). 

This work has therefore included the development and use of techniques specifically for analyzing and understanding 

complex socio-political phenomena – where such phenomena is driven by the concealed malfeasance of ideological, 

dictatorial subgroups (and, especially, sub-groups embedded within the State apparatus). This has special importance 

where such malfeasance is manifest as a group psychopathy. 

Hence, reports such as this document. 

 

Anthony Shell July 2020 
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Investigative Report  

This report examines the way in which organizations, endorsed and promoted by the UK State, express 

and foment extreme vitriol against (in particular) targeted young women who hold and promulgate 

conservative, traditionalist views in regard to notions of womanhood (and, indeed, also of manhood).  

The report concerns the particular activities of the organization Hope Not Hate – in regard to the manner in 

which it uses its research and publishing arm to attack such vulnerable, young women. 

The attacks (acerbic comment, innuendo, and proxy stalking) are directed against women who publically 

refuse to be subservient to the ‘progressive’ identity-politics ideology that is vigorously promoted by Hope 

Not Hate. Particularly targeted are the young women who dare to ‘speak their mind’ in regard to that 

‘progressive’ dogma, who are also perceived to be vulnerable to such obnoxious intimidation tactics.  

The clear intent, I am in no doubt, is to ruin those women’s lives – to destroy their livelihood (or business 

enterprise, if they have one), to isolate them from family and friends, and to foment extreme vituperate 

hatred toward them from individuals and political groups. Such is the nature and content of those Hope Not 

Hate ad hominem attacks that those women have genuinely expressed fears that they, or family members, 

may be subject to physical violence from hate-filled persons or organized political gangs. 

The starting point of this particular enquiry is that of the attack upon Dr. Liz MILLER by the head of Hope 

Not Hate, Nick LOWLES, in March 2012. 1 Apart from this being one example (one of many) of the 

predilections of Hope Not Hate for launching such vituperative attacks upon vulnerable (and seemingly 

defenceless) women, it is of particular interest for a number of reasons – as outlined below. 

Dr. Liz MILLER was, at the time of that attack, widely known for her extraordinarily difficult journey through 

life – of her struggling to develop her career in neurosurgery and psycho-therapy, whilst suffering from the 

life-long condition of acute, clinical depression. Indeed, by the time of that Hope Not Hate attack, she had 

already suffered three nervous breakdowns. 2 I am sure Hope Not Hate must have known this.  

It is therefore not at all difficult to imagine how Dr. MILLER will have felt, on seeing that Hope Not Hate 

article. What was Hope Not Hate ‘hoping’ to achieve? 

More recently there is to be found the report by the (female) members of the organization Females Fed Up 

With Feminism, of their coming under similar attacks. 3 The manner in which those attacks were made is 

illustrated in the attached document scans. The author of those disgraceful attacks is listed as a 

‘researcher’ and ‘writer’ for Hope Not Hate, named as David LAWRENCE. 

                                                
1 The Hope Not Hate website Blog, downloaded from archive.org [Google] 
2 ‘Doctor’s Orders’, Mary O’Hara, The Guardian, 11th June 2008 
3 ‘Being Targeted by Hope Not Hate’, Females Fed Up With Feminism, online blog account, 10th June 2017. 
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Hope Not Hate doesn’t actually provide biographical details for David LAWRENCE. And nor do any of the 

publications that reproduce his Hope Not Hate ‘journalistic opinion pieces’ (such as The Guardian, The 

New Statesman, Routledge Publishing, et al). 

Notably, the first appearance of David LAWRENCE, of Hope Not Hate, was in the form of an article just 

three days after the Manchester Arena bombing (of the 22nd May 2017). He therefore immediately started 

posting regular articles for Hope Not Hate, from the 25th May, onwards. I assume this is no coincidence.  

The Islamist bomber (Salman ABEDI) deliberately chose the Ariana Grande concert, knowing that he 

would be killing many young women and girls – 15 of the 22 people killed did, indeed, fall within that 

category. It would seem to me that Hope Not Hate’s intention was therefore to use David LAWRENCE 

‘research’ to assist in demonizing anyone who dared express anger as a result of that horrifically evil 

slaughter – and in such a way that they could be portrayed as ‘Islamophobic’ white racists. 

I note that normally reputable source, MUCKRACK, identifies David LAWRENCE (of Hope Not Hate) as 

being an elderly journalist, based in the USA. I believe this to be wrong.  

Unfortunately, upon investigation, it gets even worse.  

It appears that David LAWRENCE is a pseudonym, selected by Hope Not Hate for possibly malevolent 

purpose – to solicit expressions of anger (including, of extreme anti-Semitism) against a person of Jewish 

heritage living in the USA, who has been very outspoken in his criticisms of the following: radical feminism; 

the pro-choice movement (pro-abortion); appeasement to Islamic expansionism and mass Muslim 

immigration (into the USA); and of ‘progressive’ leftist political ideology in general. He has produced 

articles supportive of the conservative US Tea Party. 

Therefore, this is something that most definitely requires some follow-up investigatory work. 

It is in the context of the ‘Females Fed Up With Feminism’ movement that Elisabeth HOBSON’s name 

appears in the Hope Not Hate Publication ‘State of Hate 2020 – Far Right Terror Goes Global’.  

Therefore a campaign that criticizes the obvious double-standards, duplicity and hatemongering (often 

racist) that exists within the radical feminist movement, and that seeks to highlight the problems affecting 

specifically men and boys (such as suicide, infant circumcision, domestic abuse/violence, unjust treatment 

in courts), is portrayed as being tantamount to support for ‘terrorism’. This is not merely odious and 

perverse, but it is highly dangerous for any of the women stigmatized in that way.  

I firmly believe the intention is to make such non-conformist women shut-up, by making them fear for their 

(or their families’) safety.  And as such, it is seen to be a cowardly, misogynist form of political thuggery.  

On the 21st November 2018 a senior member of the organization Hope Not Hate, writing under the name 

‘Duncan CAHILL’, produced (again, IMHO) one of the nastiest, most vituperative pieces of ‘journalism’ I 

believe I’ve ever seen. In that article ‘Duncan CAHILL’ attacked a young (and obviously very vulnerable) 

Manchester-based businesswoman, by the name of Rachel SELLERS.  
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Personally, I am in no doubt that the intention was to utterly ruin her life – to destroy her livelihood (and 

any future prospects) and to permanently estrange her from friends and family. Her grave offence, it 

seems, was to express her support for the ‘Justice For Our Boys’ campaign. This was a grass-roots effort 

to expose the (possibly willful) failure of the Metropolitan Police Service, and the Crown Prosecution 

Service, to properly investigate and prosecute those responsible the killing of three young boys, by a 

motorist, on the 26th January 2018 – and to expose the probable (racist) reasons for the State’s negligence 

(and failure of duty, in law), in that particular case. 

As with David LAWRENCE, Hope Not Hate has not provided any details of ‘Duncan CAHILL’ – other than 

that he is a researcher, writer, and (perhaps most significantly) a ‘Hope Not Hate Organizer’. No 

biographical details are given and, despite my best efforts, I cannot find details of any journalist, of that 

name, that matches the work he is producing (or that he has produced in the past).  

This is quite inexplicable. Clearly this is something that Hope Not Hate wish to remain hidden. They have 

no such problem with most (albeit, not all) of their other researchers/writers. Why should that be? 

Of particular note, also, has been the vituperative attacks by Hope Not Hate against Kim KALKOWSKI – a 

young women who had already been forced to flee her London home, and her business, by extremist 

political gang members, and who was attempting to start her life anew by managing a cake-shop and café 

in the run-down seaside town of Margate. 

An examination of the events preceding Hope Not Hate’s use of a specific, targeted and nasty intimidation 

of that young woman, provides an especially useful insight into the apparent psychopathy that underpins 

such disgusting and cowardly forms of behaviour. 

On the night of the 29th/30th November 2012 a window of the Cake ‘N’ Treats (franchise) shop in Dortmund 

in Germany, under the management of Kim KALKOWSKI, was broken as a result of an unsuccessful 

attempt at a Molotov Cocktail bomb attack (to burn the shop down, despite the risk of killing anyone in, 

and/or living above, that shop). That attack was organized and coordinated through members of the 

extreme-left group LinkSunten – a group that was eventually banned (as a violent, extremist group) by the 

German Government in 2017. 

The motivation for that attack, according to that German ‘anti-fascist action’ movement, was the belief that 

Kim KALKOWSKI was a neo-Nazi – despite their not knowing anything that she had said, or that she had 

done, to support that view. 4 

Therefore it appears it was because of that attack (and the likelihood of future attacks) that Kim 

KALKOWSKI moved to London in circa August 2013, to run another Cake ‘N’ Treats franchise shop in the 

borough of Camden. It is noted that the German ‘anti-fascists’ took note of that development – and would 

presumably have passed that information on to their extremist, political counterparts in London. 

                                                
4 Source: ‘Kein Weihnachtsfest fuür Kim Kalkowski’ (No Chrismass for Kim Kalkowski) Linksunten Archiv, Commentary 416, 
from 28th November 2012, and onwards. 
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On the 24th July 2014 there was this comment, from the London-based organization LibCom: “Cupcake 

fascism is a term made up by smug middle-class liberals to define what they see as contemporary fascism 

emerging from twee things and post-imperial British nationalism, essentially a longing for a return to a past 

which never existed. It reached its apex with the hashtagged, superficial erasure of such social problems 

by cunts with brooms that was #riotcleanup. Nobody using the term seemed to think there really was a link 

between cupcakes and actual fascism”. 5 Obviously that link needed to be made. 

The last two sentences are especially noteworthy. 

Two years earlier, in the summer of 2011, riots had erupted across large areas of London.  In the 

aftermath, local residents organized themselves, under the self-proclaimed ‘blitz spirit’, to clean up the 

streets and to repair much of the damage. It was noted that whilst (sadly) most of the rioters were from the 

BAME communities, most of the ‘riot clean up’ volunteers were from the ‘white’ community.  

This was highly resented by the radical left – given that they obviously would have preferred the opposite 

to be the case (white working class rioters, and BME residents coming together to confront the rioters and 

to rebuild the community). 

Therefore, what happened next was of no surprise, whatsoever. 

On the 19th August 2014 a journalist for Vice Magazine, James POULTER, tweeted “I investigated 

Camden’s neo-Nazi linked vegan cake shop for @VICEUK”. He included the seemingly racist byline 

(referring to Kim KALKOWSKI) of “White flour in Camden” that, like the above LibCom piece, appears to 

be no more than a regurgitation of the same Linksunten Archiv garbage produced some 20 months 

previously – in other words, this appears to have been the basis of his ‘investigation’. 6 7 

At 11:00am on the morning of the 11th September 2014 two cyclists drew up outside of Cakes ‘N’ Treats 

and shouted abusive insults of “fascist scum” and “Nazi scum” at the staff and customers inside the shop. 

One of the cyclists threw a full beer bottle into the crowded shop through the open doorway.  

Obviously, with thoughts of the previous Molotov Cocktail attack in mind (Dortmund two years previously), 

a friend of Kim KALKOWSKI dashed out of the shop, equipped with an extendible self-defence baton, and 

attempted to fight of that attack. However, he was eventually forced to retreat back into the shop. Notably, 

the CCTV video clearly shows this to be the sequence of events. 

When Metropolitan Police officers turned up, they arrested Kim KALKOWSKI and her male friend (the one 

who had attempted to fight off the attackers). It appears the police were acting on prior instruction. 

                                                
5 ‘Anti-fascists Call For Boycott of Neo-Nazi Vegan Cake Shop’, source: http://libcom.org/news/anti-fascists-boycott-neo-nazi-
vegan-cake-shop-24072014 
6 Twitter account: James Poulter, @jdpoulter, 07:14 AM – Aug 19, 2014 
7 As a rather pathetic pun on her race, and on her profession. 
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The mainstream media (The Mirror, in particular) attempted to spin the story – that the two cyclists were 

just innocent individuals who had been randomly attacked, for no reason whatsoever, by a maniac 

wielding “a huge knife”. 8  

However, to give ITV News their due, that particular media outlet did later release statements to the effect 

that “but it appears that not all is what it seems” – that the two cyclists were the initiators of the violence, 

and that local residents and shop keepers told ITV News that allegations that Kim KALKOWSKI (or her 

friend) were fascists or Nazis was “ridiculous”. 

Notably, The Mirror subsequently removed the CCTV video of the incident from their website, and 

obscured the still images taken from that video, such that the two assailants could not be identified. 

Therefore it was not out of choice that Kim KALKOWSKI left her home and her business in the heart of 

London, and moved to the rather down-at-heel town of Margate. She was forced to flee out of fear for her 

own and her customers’ safety – because of the previous abuse, threats of violence, and actual physical 

damage to her property. Although she had done nothing wrong, she was being hounded out of London. 

On the 13th December 2016 Hope Not Hate published an article by Duncan CAHILL under the title 

‘Margate’s Nazi Cupcakes – Cupcakes from Camden to Margate With Love’. 9 The article included a 

comment referring to: “… windows being smashed in the dead of night … “. Part of Hope Not Hate’s 

‘research’ appears to have included the use of material obtained by a black-clad young man, employed to 

creep about in front of Kim KALKOWSKI’s shop, taking clandestine pictures. Why? 

I assume that ‘Nazi Cupcakes’ title, and the choice of the particular picture of Kim KALKOWSKI (standing 

proudly outside her shop, holding a broom), was as a nod from Hope Not Hate to the (London based) 

LibCom’s reference to “cunts with brooms”. 

Therefore Hope Not Hate was acting on information originally fabricated by the (now banned) German-

based, hard-left, and violently terrorist group Linksunten.  

It is because of the above, that I decided to do some of my own research, to establish whether or not any 

of the above groups had legitimate reasons to have concerns regarding Kim KALKOWSKI. As far as I can 

see, they didn’t. The worse that could be said is that she had not always been that careful in her choice of 

friends or associates – which is probably true for almost every young adult, attempting to establish their 

social life. It is not a crime – it is a part of the learning process of growing up. And we all make mistakes. 

She certainly has some strong beliefs – most notably in regard to her veganism (which is usually 

associated with left-wing sentiments and political ‘youth-activism’).  She has posed for a picture, with a 

group of young men and women at a holidays/travel gathering, wearing a white-on-black Animal Liberation 

Front (ALF) t-shirt.  Which is hardly a crime – or even especially objectionable, to any sensible person.  

                                                
8 ‘Terrifying Video Shows Moment Man Attacks Cyclist With Huge Knife In Busy London Street’, by Hannah Hope and Anthony 
Bond, The Mirror, 11th September 2014. 
9 Source: https://www.hopenothate.org.uk/2016/12/13/margates-nazi-cupcakes/ 
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I am certain there’d be no objections whatsoever (from either the UK STATE, or far-left political movement 

– especially self-styled ‘anti-fascists’) to any young woman wearing an Extinction Rebellion t-shirt. 

I suspect the hatred being directed toward KALKOWSKI is actually due to her being a young woman with 

an entrepreneurial ability – of refusing to adopt the ‘victim’ mantel so beloved by the ‘progressive’ and the 

radical feminist left. When this is combined with her efforts to build up a business in a city (London) 

blighted by the consequences of decades long, race baiting political agitation, then it becomes very clear 

why she has been perceived as a ‘threat’. She had to be made afraid. She had to be forced to flee the UK. 

So, what should be made of all this? 

One of the most noticeable traits of Hope Not Hate is an almost fetishized interest in presenting 

photographs of young women within the same context as violent (and often psychopathically deranged) 

young men. And this is so, even where there is no connection between the two, whatsoever.  

The only reason I can see for this is that Hope Not Hate takes extreme exception to such women because 

they happen to hold (and express support for) conservative, traditionalist views. And Hope Not Hate does 

so, knowing full well the possible consequences of its actions (of creating such false connections). 

People subjected to fabricated opprobrium by such Stare-endorsed ‘activism’ have been made fearful for 

the safety of themselves and of family members, they have feared (and have often incurred) the loss of 

their livelihood, and they have been permanently isolated from friends and associates. And, most 

contrariwise, they have been publically (and maliciously) placed into the category of being ‘terrorists’. 

In regard to attacks upon conservative-minded women, it is especially important to recognize the ideology 

of radical feminism in regard to the matters revealed within this section of the report. 

Much of the behaviour, described within this report, is against young women who oppose radical (so called 

‘third wave’) feminism. An utterly bizarre suggestion is made, claiming that those who oppose the 

totalitarian demands of radical feminism provide “ a gateway to the far right”. 10   

Hope Not Hate uses its publication to perversely imprint upon the minds of its gullible readers that those 

women (who oppose radical feminism) are enabling fascism. 

Nick LOWLES MBE of Hope Not Hate has been included as a member of the ‘Expert (Advisory) Group’ of 

the Government’s Commission for Countering Extremism (the CCE, under the leadership of Sara KAHN 

MA). Other members of the ‘Expert Group’ included Sir Mark ROWLEY KGB QPM, together with twelve 

other, highly regarded (and very politically influential) persons. 11 

So, on the basis of the members serving together on that shared, advisory/advocacy platform – and using 

the same operating methods employed by Hope Not Hate – should we therefore assume (and should we 

                                                
10 ‘UK’s online anti-feminist movement is providing [a] route into far-right, ant-extremist charity warns | JOE.co.uk’, Hope Not 
Hate, Twitter 20th February 2019 
11 CCE ‘Advisory Group’ membership, as per update of the 6th July 2020 
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widely propagate that assumption) that Nick LOWLES MBE, Sir Mark ROWLEY KGB QM, or (even) Sara 

KHAN, do (and have) supported the buggery of young boys (and young girls) by adult men? 12 

Obviously, not only should we never, ever, do anything so disgusting – but even considering the possibly 

of fabricating and promulgating such hatemongering inferences (or supporting, or allowing others to do so) 

should be totally repugnant to any moral person or organization.  

However, this is precisely the very toxic ‘ guilt by association / guilt by false attribution ’ tactic routinely 

employed by Hope Not Hate – as (for example) described within this report. In these cases, the inferred 

associations are specifically to the political ideologies of the far right, fascism, racism, and neo-Nazism. 

As we have seen very recently, such tactics are increasingly terrorizing the intended, conservatively-

minded ‘targets’ – including, as described within this report, young women, their children, and their 

partners. It is instills a real fear in such ‘targets’ that, based on contemporary events, they (or family 

members) may become the victims of extreme abuse, serious physical assault, and (even) murder. 13 

It was in early 2017 that Nick LOWLES, as the founder and head of Hope Not Hate, was awarded the 

Member of The British Empire (MBE) medal by the UK State for his work in “combatting extremism”.  

 

 

END of section (10 images/document scans follow)  

                                                
12 This (of course) refers to the commissioned work of one of the CCE advisory members appearing, in the late 1980s, within the 
pages of an especially notorious pro-paedophile publication: ‘The Betrayal of Youth – Radical Perspectives on Childhood Sexuality, 
Intergenerational Sexuality, and The Social Oppression of Children and Young People’ (BOY), Edited by Warren Middleton, CL 
Publications. Ref. Chapter, pages 117 to 119, ‘Questioning Ages of Majority, and Ages of Consent’, by Peter Tatchell. 
13 As demonstrated by the contemporary (circa 2020) activities of groups such as AntiFa, Black Lives Matter, BAMN, et al, within 
the United States of America. 
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Figure 1 

 

‘.  

Hope Not Hate ‘Hit Job’ [1] 
  

The Guardian Newspaper 
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Figure 2 

 

 

 

 

Hope Not Hate ‘Hit Job’ [2] – the yellow name tags is a Hope Not Hate addition 
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Figure 3 

 

 

Hope Not Hate ‘Hit Job’ [2] – conflating ‘Justice For Men and Boys’ with terrorism. 
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Figure 4 

 

 

The New ‘Reporter’ and The New Narrative, 3 Days After The Manchester Bombing. 
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Figure 5 

 
 

Convenient intermediary 
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Figure 6 

 

 

 ‘Hit Job’ [3]: The young, Manchester-based businesswoman. 
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Figure 7 

 
 

Document scan taken from: ‘Kein Weihnachtsfest für Kim “Vegan Wonderland” Kalkowski’, Linksunten, 
28th  November 2012. 
 
“Kim Vegan Wonderland Kalkowski Statement: Contrary to all claims, I am neither fascist nor nationalistic 
or racist. Nor is it true that my friend is Nazi. Just like many of you, I don’t check every picture of people 
who link to me ….” The article, posted under the title ‘No Christmas for Kim “Vegan Wonderland 
Kalkowski’, is undoubtedly meant to be threatening. On the night following that Linksuten article an attempt 
was made to firebomb her ‘Cakes N Treats’ shop, in the centre of Dortmund, Germany. 

 

 
 

‘Hit Job’ [4]: Hate script source from: banned, hard-left LinkSunten 
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Figure 8 

 
 

 

The Sick Irony 
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Figure 9 

 

Mainstream fake news. The video is actually much clearer than ‘stills’. It clearly shows that: (1) the two 
cyclists are the aggressors; that the victim is using an extendible baton to try to drive them off; and that the 
victim is dressed in a shop assistant uniform – black apron, black t-shirt, and a cotton ‘baker’s cap’. At the 
end of the video it can be seen that the 2 cyclists force the man to retreat back into the shop. 

That attack took place on the 11th September 2014, against staff at the ‘Cake ‘N’ Treats’ vegan coffee 
shop, in Camden, London. The principal target was Kim Kalkowski. 
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Figure 10 

 
 

 

 

  

The ‘stalking’ of a young woman 
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